
See for yourself why, in head-to-head comparisons, Maple Systems' HMI550H 
operator interface beats Allen-Bradley's PV1000 operator interface in nearly every 

category. 

 

HMI550H Touchscreen Operator Interface 
Competitive Analysis

Maple Systems' 
HMI550H  

v.s. 
Allen-Bradley Panel 
View PV1000 (P/N 
2711-T10C16L1) 

All of the features and function you want in a 10" 
touchscreen at a price that's over $2,400 less!

Feature 
Comparison 

Maple Systems 
HMI550H

Allen-Bradley 
2711-T10C16L1

Colors 256 Vivid Colors 16 colors

Animations Yes No

Multistate Objects Yes Yes

Moving Objects Yes No

Unlimited Object Scalability Yes No

Unlimited Object Placement Yes No

Unlimited touch objects per 
screen Yes No

Windows®-like Operation Yes No

Processor Speed 200 MHz Unknown

Screens 1,990 255

Memory
2 MB Flash (non-volatile) 

4MB Operating RAM 
128 K Recipe Memory

240 K Flash

Simulation Mode Yes No

Macro Scirpting Language Yes No

Ethernet-Ready Standard Available as an option



 
 
 
 
 

What do you want in a 10" graphic operator interface? 

Price is important when choosing a 10" touchscreen operator interface. And it's 
equally important that you get the features and functions that allow you to create 
powerful, true to life representations of your application. That's why our 10" 
operator interface terminals are packed with the features that give you the power 
to program your application exactly the way you want it at a price that's over 
$2400 less than theirs.  

Our HMI550H 10" graphic operator interface givess you more features and 
function than Allen-Bradley, including: 

� Powerful, meaningful graphics  
� Three ways to create animated sequences, including dynamic animations, 

moving objects and multi-state objects  
� Bold, bright colors, patterns and blends  
� Unmatched design flexibility  
� The power, speed and memory to make your application work exactly the 

way you want  
� Top quality manufacturing  

Throw in wide-ranging controller support and top-notch applications assistance 
from our operator interface specialists, and you have an exceptional value. When 
you get right down to it, we give you more for less - more powerful, easy to use 
features for a price that's over $2400 less than the PV1000 10" touchscreen! 

Less money - more features and function … 

Compact Flash Yes Yes

Controller 
support

Allen-Bradley + more than 30 other 
brands Allen-Bradley only

Pricing 

HMI550H $1,795 2711-
T10C16L1 $3,983

EZware-500 $ 75 Panel Builder $ 294

Total $1,870    Total 
$4,277 

� Over 200 more colors  
� More memory  
� More powerful graphics 

capability  

� More design freedom  
� More functional graphics  
� Over $2,400 less than 

theirs!
 


